Better outcomes by monitoring tumour dynamics using sensitive tumour markers in patients with recurrent gastric cancer.
Little is known about the prognostic value and clinical significance of monitoring tumour status using tumour markers in patients with recurrent gastric cancer. Between 2002 and 2009, 91 consecutive patients exhibited recurrence after curative gastrectomy for gastric cancer. They were followed intensively using tumour markers such as CA19-9 and CEA and their records were retrospectively analyzed. At the time of recurrence, patients were divided into three groups. Each tumour marker was re-elevated in 45 patients (51%) (re-elevation group: REG), was continuously-elevated since initial surgery in 23 patients (25%) (continuous elevation group: CEG) and was not elevated in 22 patients (24%) (non-elevation group: NEG). Survival after recurrence in REG was significantly better than in the other groups. In particular, those in REG had significantly better outcomes than those in NEG, in both survival after recurrence (p=0.0109) and total postoperative survival (p=0.0197), although there were no significant differences in recurrence-free survival between the two groups (p=0.8818). REG patients were able to receive more chemotherapy regimens than NEG patients (p=0.0730, REG vs. NEG, first-line 43% vs. 68%, second-line 33% vs. 32%, third-line or more 24% vs. 0%). Multivariate analysis revealed that re-elevations in tumour markers were found to be an independent prognostic factor for survival after recurrence [p=0.0014, hazard ratio=0.39 (95% CI: 0.21-0.69)]. [corrected]. Particularly for peritoneal recurrence, those in REG had significantly better outcomes than those in NEG (p<0.0005). Monitoring tumour dynamics using tumour markers may facilitate clinical decision-making, according to changes in tumour markers and contribute to survival prolongation in patients with recurrent gastric cancer.